Declaration of Cory Gotkin
Regarding Steven Michael King & Transformational Breakthroughs
My involvement in the expo industry for over a decade includes helping organize expo’s, assisting and booking exhibitors and
speakers at special events and other aspects of the business. I mostly focus on expo’s relating to health and fitness, integrated and
complimentary medicine, healing, human potential/personal development, holistic living and new age categories.
I’ve attended lectures, demonstrations and workshops given by many of the world’s best authors, doctors, therapists, healers,
nutritionists, scientists, researchers and mystics allowing me to have substantial perspective to evaluate various technologies,
systems, methods, healers and teachers.
In May of 1999, while assisting with an expo in Los Vegas Nevada, I met one of the most gifted individuals I’ve ever met, Steven
Michael King of Transformational Breakthroughs, while watching people experience workshops, demos & products, potentially
one of the most amazing models I’ve ever witnessed and an opportunity I believe any visionary expo owner or seminar/workshop
promoter should consider vigorously featuring.
Transformational Breakthroughs involves two to three booths combined. Their booth was easily one of the busiest, drawing
peoples eyes from afar with various gold plated geometric energetic devices, causing amazing reflections of light, and keeping
hundreds of people at the booth with energy demonstrations and healings, videotaped as people are monitored live by energy
imaging and other scientific equipment. Technologies are demonstrated and explained in front of the crowd, many people coming
over and over, bringing or sending more referrals to the booth.
The Transformational Breakthroughs booth is a highlight for any expo, and more compelling are Steven Michael King’s
workshops and panel discussions. “Beyond Tantra”, “Sending Energy Over a Distance” and “Beyond Mind Over Matter” were
amongst the best attended and received (rooms were at capacity, with more wanting in) with consistent reports, including
testimonials, customer feedback sheets and video documentation of folks reporting experiencing incredible healings, seeing and
feeling energy and especially women (see video, testimonials and customer feedback sheets) reporting wave after wave of
pleasurable, luminous glittering rainbow energy that would come flooding through them, over and over again, each time more
intensely! Mind blowing to some(especially nationally and internationally renowned doctors, scientists, researchers and healers)
was Steven’s adeptness teaching and answering questions. People attending his workshops were getting consistent measurable
results on various equipment (whether showing auras, Chakras, biofeedback, EGG, electricity flowing through acupuncture
meridians, blood micro-capillary circulation and other equipment measuring various physiological changes), producing results in
themselves, or each other, that normally require years of training and practice – All (attendees contacted) learned in minuets or a
couple hours!
Attendees and experts were so impressed with Steven’s aptitude, that he was invited to speak at an anti-aging panel discussion,
being the only one without an MD, Ph.D. or other advanced degree. Steven spoke from energetic and scientific perspectives, as
the last lecturer, explaining how each of the systems previously described, fit together in complimentary ways as part of a whole.
You could see people’s physiology changing as Steven kept the audience fascinated while raising their consciousness, connecting
dots and explaining things so well and to the point that vast portions of the questions got addressed to him, and other experts on
the panel occasionally deferred, at least in part, and/or asked him to comment and/or summarize.
Steven did such an incredible job of highlighting, integrating and summarizing the other experts best points, that after the
discussion, panel and audience members gave Steven their business cards, clearly wanting to network. Steven handled this
gracefully and with class, making the panel members feel comfortable, and obviously glad he accepted the last minute invitation
to attend.
A well known radio show host, Dennis Richards, about to do his last couple of “health talk radio” shows attended. Because so
many people were so enthusiastic about Steven’s very special attributes and talents, he asked Steven to be special guest speaker
for the very last show, an honor in anyone’s book. The show went fantastic.
Conclusion – It is my considered opinion that both Steven Michael King and “Transformational Breakthroughs” (properly
promoted) are an incredible draw for any expo organizer or seminar/workshop promoter, especially if teamed up with radio and/or
television, or complimentary to any established holistically oriented doctors, scientists, healers and/or even perhaps psychics
(since he’s quite skilled there too). Steven’s incredible ability, on demand, to manipulate energy and do other things, under
scientific conditions, is certainly, on a world class level, as is his ability to teach, answer questions and thoroughly entertain.
I’ve heard other expo organizers, seminar /workshop promoters and attendees (see testimonials, feedback sheets and video) agree
Steven, Transformational Breakthroughs and related Tantra, energy, mind over matter, etc. demonstrations are a draw for a variety
of expo’s and people keep bringing referrals, due to the specialness, quality and intensity of the experience.
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